
Information Network I Exam (2013)

Staff: S. Yamaguchi / Y. Kadobayashi
Date: May 31st, 2013 10:50 – 12:30

NOTE:

• Mind the readability of your writings, as well as the detail and clarity of logic, for fair
evaluation.

1. Taxonomy generally refers to an attempt to classify things or concepts based on some
guiding principles. Develop your own taxonomy of at least three standard application layer
protocols of your choice, based on one or more technical aspects of those protocols. Try
to make it fundamentally different from the the taxonomy described in the lecture. Along
with diagram, describe your own classification criteria.

2. Create an 1-page infographic which technically illustrates the internal workings of the
Internet. The infographic can either focus on specific protocol layer, or span across several
layers. Keep in mind to differentiate your creation with existing materials that are available
on the net. In your infographic, do not use statistical numbers.

3. Today’s Ethernet (IEEE 802.3) L2 network does not have any topology restrictions mainly
because of STP or RSTP protocols. RSTP protocol is an improved version of STP for
speeding up the resolution for the spanning tree rebuilding. Describe the reasons why
RSTP was developed and how the STP works worse than RSTP, with good explanations
using examples.

4. IPv4 fragmentation mechanism provides functions to split a large IP datagram into multiple
small fragments to fit L2’s MTU. The fragmentation may happen at every intermediate L3
gateways if next hop MTU is getting smaller. However, the reassembling of fragments must
be done only at the final destination. This “no reassembling at the intermediate nodes”
principle is very important for IPv4 Internet to build large-scale networks with complicated
topology and high diversity of the L2 networks. Describe the reasons why this principle
fundamentally contributes to the IPv4 network scalability.
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